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the wia is a first-of-its-kind computer-based machining center that can help automotive oems and
aftermarket machining shops thrive. like an automated cad cam system, the wia provides an end-to-
end solution for the manufacturing process. the mts wia can support multiple machining operations
and is a production-ready tool. the mts wia is fully configurable, flexible, automated, portable and
boasts a variety of cutting tools, giving the machine the ability to perform a number of tasks. design
for use in automotive vehicle body and chassis applications the wsi-35040/50 is a product of the
design and development division of mts. this outstanding vehicle body structural design system is
used by mts in automotive design. the wsi-35040/50 has a simple use, support the new industrial 4th
generation, the ability to share the modeling database tooling, screen assembly and auto-post task.
3d drawings from various software drawing package and parts library can be used to model and
design the parts. two types of plug in models have been developed, the port and multi-port plug in
models can be used to display the parts in 3d drawing. the control technology of this software is
compatible with the latest versions of solid edge 2016, cadence allegro, altair, siemens nx, tematic,
solibri v4 software, and other cad/cam software. product example this dual-use cam software
package is ideally suited for cam and cam simulation of milling and turning operations in the
automotive industry. the topcam basic module is designed to offer a complete set of functions.
topcam basic offers simple and extensive access to the milling operations including contour milling,
simultaneous milling and turning, 3d milling, edge milling, and surface milling.
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think of the bows axis as a seesaw, some of the heavy weight will move into the supporting leg, and
others into the other leg. when the draw weight is increasing, the rotation of the axle will cause the
supports to travel towards one another. when the draw weight is decreasing, the axle will cause the

supports to travel away from each other. this happens on cam because a cam isnt built to handle
maximum tensions with the cam on the end of the axle pivoting. the cam has a soft center that can
rotate with little resistance. i think you can compare the cam to a golf ball. if the golfer hits the ball

too hard, the ball can pop out of its shell, but if you hit it too softly, its not going to do much. the cam
would be ruined. its really not that complicated, most of us shoot cams from a tripod to decrease

movement and reduce vibration. but the problem is that not many people realize how much the cam
is being deflected. i have a collection of some very popular cams, and at full draw, i can tell you the
difference between most of them just by holding them. some will have a slight lean to the cables,
and others will have a much more pronounced lean. you can see this on a tripod by comparing the
axial travel of the tops of the cams when the bow is drawn. like anything else, the cam choice is a

matter of tradeoffs. for example, some cams will have less cable lean, but they will also have a
softer cam point which will wear out more quickly and may not track as well. some models will be
extremely sensitive to cams that are worn, as they will deflect much more and this may affect the

mechanics of the limbs. 5ec8ef588b
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